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Rough 8th for Ottavino sinks Rox in finale 
Arenado hits NL-leading 21st homer; Bettis exits after 3 with finger 'hot spot' in loss 
 
Thomas Harding | MLB.com | July 1, 2018 
 
LOS ANGELES -- Dodgers outfielder Matt Kemp's push for a spot in the All-Star Game came at the expense of Rockies 

reliever Adam Ottavino -- himself in the conversation for the Midsummer Classic -- on Sunday afternoon. 

 

Kemp's eighth-inning leadoff homer -- just the second Ottavino has served this season -- gave the Dodgers a 6-4 victory 

and kept the Rockies from sweeping the three-game weekend set at Dodger Stadium. 

 

"I threw a fastball. I hadn't thrown one yet, thought it would work out. But he was all over it," Ottavino said. "I guess he 

was looking for it." 

 

Rockies third baseman Nolan Arenado (a sure-bet All-Star) launched his 21st homer to move into the National League 

lead -- one ahead of the Nationals' Bryce Harper. 

 

The Rockies were foiled in their attempt to climb back to .500 in a game that featured a couple of sloppy plays from a 

normally clean defense. Still, Colorado won 2 of 3 from Los Angeles. 

 

"If we can do that every series, we'll be fine," Rockies manager Bud Black said. 
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Sunday was a good argument for Kemp, who also had an RBI double in the third and an RBI single in the fifth that tied the 

game at 4. While Ottavino's 1.88 ERA as a setup man has him under All-Star consideration even though those nods often 

go to closers, he absorbed two of the losses on the 3-3 NL West road trip to San Francisco and Los Angeles. 

 

"I'm pitching good; I don't really care," Ottavino said. "I executed everything today except one or two pitches. Things 

happen." 

 

Kemp crushed a 1-1 fastball to center. Ottavino is not the only Rockies pitcher who has struggled with him. In his last 14 

games against the Rockies, playing for the Dodgers, Padres and Braves, Kemp is hitting .438 (21 for 48) with four 

homers, 11 RBIs and a 1.222 OPS. 

 

Ottavino never regained control of the inning. 

 

Yasiel Puig ended up with a one-out double on a hard liner that left fielder Gerardo Parra had a hard time corralling on the 

bounce. Then, Joc Pederson hit a roller that DJ LeMahieu dove for in short right. LeMahieu couldn't gather himself for a 

throw to first. But when LeMahieu lobbed the ball to first baseman Ian Desmond, Puig dashed home for a two-run lead for 

closer Kenley Jansen, who fanned two in a clean ninth for his 22nd save. 

 

"There's probably two guys in the league that are going to take a chance like that, and he's one of them," LeMahieu said 

of Puig. "I had my eyes on him, saw him dancing out to third and said, 'All right, I'll get it to Des,' and he just had a really 

good read on it." 

 

Kemp's fifth-inning single also featured some sloppy play. It was a line shot to left, and Parra's throw was offline. 

However, Arenado, as cutoff man, let the throw slip under his glove and catcher Tom Murphy couldn't keep it in front of 

him, either. That allowed runners to move to second and third for Cody Bellinger's RBI groundout. 

 

The play made reliever Chris Rusin's stats in 2 1/3 innings not reflective of how he pitched. 

 

"We let them advance on a ball that got through a couple of guys -- that's not sound, fundamental baseball," Black said. 

"But I thought he threw the ball well overall. The results are going to show a couple of runs." 
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The Rockies also got 1 2/3 scoreless innings from Scott Oberg, and Mike Dunn replaced Ottavino with runners at first and 

third and escaped with no further scoring. 

 

Starter Chad Bettis left after three innings with what the club called a "hot spot" (not a blister, but a problem nonetheless) 

and the Rockies up, 3-2. Bettis is not clear what the next move in his recovery is. Arenado's homer came off Dodgers 

starter Ross Stripling for a 4-2 lead in the fifth. 

 

MOMENTS THAT MATTERED 

In June, the bullpen yielded a 7.38 ERA, went 2-9, and converted seven of 17 save chances, and those stats are 

reflective of the quality of the work. But the bullpen was overall solid in having to eat five innings -- some unexpected -- 

Sunday. 

 

Especially keen was Oberg, who came on with a man on and one out in the sixth. Murphy caught Austin Barnes stealing, 

then Oberg fanned pinch-hitter Logan Forsythe. With the score still tied at 4, he gave up a one-out Max Muncy single but 

ended the inning by working Justin Turner into a double play. It's the type of pressure pitching the Rockies will need to 

climb into the playoff hunt. 

 

YOU GOTTA SEE THIS 

Raimel Tapia, making his first start of the season in center field after being called up from Triple-A Albuquerque on 

Saturday, made his first fly ball an adventure. 

 

After Bettis walked the game's first two batters, Turner flied to the warning track for what looked like an easy play. But the 

ball bounced off Tapia's glove, off his right shoulder and off his face before he juggled it off his bare left hand and gloved 

right. He finally trapped it in the crook of his elbow. 

 

UP NEXT 

Lefty Kyle Freeland (7-6, 3.29 ERA) -- the Rockies' most consistent pitcher this season -- will open a three-game home 

set against the Giants and lefty Madison Bumgarner (1-2, 2.51). Both pitched seven scoreless innings when they met at 

AT&T Park on Wednesday night. 
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Arenado takes NL lead with 21st home run 
 
Thomas Harding | MLB.com | Jul. 1st, 2018 
 
 
LOS ANGELES -- Rockies third baseman Nolan Arenado pushed himself into the National League lead in home runs by 

hitting his 21st of the season -- a solo shot to dead center -- to give the team a 4-2 lead over the Dodgers in the fifth inning 

on Sunday, though the Rockies eventually lost, 6-4. 

 

The homer, which traveled a projected 406 feet and came off the bat at 104 mph according to Statcast™, came against 

Dodgers starter Ross Stripling. 

 

The hit pushed him one ahead of the Nationals' Bryce Harper, who was involved in an extra-inning game against the 

Phillies on Sunday afternoon. 

 

It was the second home run of the series for Arenado, who went deep in Friday night's 3-1 victory. The Rockies were 

seeking a three-game series sweep. A win would put the Rockies -- who were leading the National League West on June 

6 -- back at .500. 
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Bettis exits after 3 innings with finger 'hot spot' 
Same issue affected right-hander in early June 
 
Thomas Harding | MLB.com | July 1, 2018 
 

LOS ANGELES -- Rockies right-hander Chad Bettis left Sunday afternoon's 6-4 loss to the Dodgers after three innings 

because of the recurrence of a "hot spot" -- which he described as fluid beneath the callous -- on his right middle finger. 

 

"It's really painful," said Bettis, who struck out two, and gave up two runs on two hits and two walks. "Every time I try to get 

to extension with every pitch, it doesn't feel like I can get there. It was a little bit of a mental block, trying to battle through 

that thing. 

 

"I felt like it got to a point where I really needed to say something. It's pretty frustrating." 

 

There was no word on whether the issue would cost Bettis a start. The club is off Thursday, and theoretically could delay 

Bettis' next start to give his finger time to heal. 

 

This is not the first time Bettis has had this issue. It's the same ailment that arose the last time Bettis pitched at Dodger 

Stadium, in a no-decision in the Rockies' 10-7 loss on June 3. Bettis went 5 2/3 innings, and gave up five runs on seven 

hits. That "hot spot" never developed into a full blister, though, and Bettis never missed a start. 

 

But Bettis isn't sure what the next move is this time, other than trying to remove the fluid without removing the callous. 

 

The previous game against the Dodgers was the second of his five-game stretch of giving up at least five earned runs in 

each appearance. The issue was kept quiet but he said the problem affected "probably four or five" starts. 

 

The finger was fine in his last start, Tuesday against the Giants, as Bettis held the Giants to two runs on six hits in 6 1/3 

innings of a no-decision in the Rockies' 3-2 loss. 

 

On Sunday, Bettis opened by walking the first two hitters, but escaped with just one run scoring on a groundout. In the 

third, he gave up Matt Kemp's RBI double, which scored Max Muncy from first base. Bettis had 58 pitches before being 

replaced by lefty Chris Rusin. 
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Matt Kemp’s late homer powers Los Angeles Dodgers past Colorado Rockies 
 
Patrick Saunders | DenverPost.com | July 1, 2018 
 

LOS ANGELES — The Rockies were California dreaming of a sweep over the Dodgers on Sunday … until Matt Kemp 

and Yasiel Puig rudely interrupted and brought the Rockies crashing back to reality with a 6-4 defeat. 

 

Kemp’s eighth-inning solo homer to deep center off Adam Ottavino put the Dodgers ahead 5-4. Kemp finished a triple shy 

of hitting for the cycle and drove in four runs. 

 

Then Puig took advantage of careless play by Colorado. Joc Pederson ripped an infield single to second baseman DJ 

LeMahieu, who made a great stop but couldn’t quite get the ball out of his glove. Puig, who advanced from second to third 

on Pederson’s hit, saw LeMahieu’s casual throw to first baseman Ian Desmond and took off for home, just beating 

Desmond’s throw. 

 

The crowd at Dodger Stadium erupted and the Rockies — who took the first two games of the series with 3-1 victories in 

both games — were finished. L.A. closer Kenley Jansen sat the Rockies down in order in the ninth for his 22nd save. 

 

Asked if Puig’s mad dash home was a matter of heads-up hustle or the Rockies being caught napping, manager Bud 

Black said: “DJ slipped, and I think if DJ wanted to do it over again, it would probably be a firmer throw to Desi to get the 

ball in.” 

 

LeMahieu explained that Puig is one of the few players who would even try to score in that situation. 

 

“I don’t think (we fell asleep),” LeMahieu said. “There’s probably only two guys in the league who are going to take a 

chance like that, and he’s one of them. I had my eyes on him, and I saw him dancing off third. I thought, ‘All right, I’ll get it 

to Desi.’ (Puig) just had a really good read on it.” 

 

Kemp’s homer off Ottavino was a simple matter of a hot power hitter feasting on a pitch he liked. Kemp crushed a 1-1, 

93.7 mph fastball 414 feet. When he faces the Rockies, Kemp morphs into a combination of Hank Aaron and Ted 
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Williams. He’s batting .438 (21-for-48) with four homers, four doubles,11 RBIs and a 1.222 OPS over the last 14 games 

against Colorado. 

 

“I threw a fastball. I hadn’t thrown one yet, but he was all over it,” Ottavino said. “I guess he was looking for it. I executed 

everything today except for one or two pitches.” 

 

Colorado had stretched its lead to 4-2 in the fifth on Nolan Arenado‘s one-out homer to center, his 21st homer of the 

season, the most in the National League. 

 

The Dodgers tied the game in the bottom of the frame against left-hander reliever Chris Rusin, who was in for injured 

started Chad Bettis. Kemp, who drove in the game’s first with an RBI groundout in the first, struck again. He ripped a 

single to left to score Max Muncy, and then left fielder Gerardo Parra was charged with an error on the throw, though 

Arenado didn’t handle the cutoff and the ball skipped passed catcher Tom Murphy. That allowed Justin Turner to advance 

to third, and he scored on Cody Bellinger’s groundout to second. 

 

“We let them advance on ball that got through a couple of guys, and that’s not sound fundamental baseball,” Black said. “I 

thought (Rusin) threw the ball well. Chris is going to show a couple of runs, but I like where he is as far as pitch quality.” 

 

Bettis abruptly left the game in the top of fourth inning. The club said the right-hander has a “hot spot” on the middle finger 

of his pitching hand. Although a hot spot is not a blister, fluid has built up underneath the callus, and it has made it difficult 

to pitch. 

 

“It’s really painful and every time I try to make a full extension with a pitch, it doesn’t feel like I can get there,” he said. “It’s 

a little bit of a mental block with the pain and it finally got the point where I felt like I had to say something. It’s pretty 

frustrating.” 

 

It’s a situation Bettis has been dealing with since the middle of May when the finger flared up during a start against the 

Dodgers here on May 22. Bettis said he doesn’t know yet if he will have to go on the disabled list. 
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Bettis was scheduled to bat and was taking swings in the on-deck circle before he left the field and headed to the visitors 

clubhouse. He was pitching reasonably well at the time of his departure, giving up two runs on two hits with two strikeouts 

and no walks. Bettis threw 58 pitches over three innings. 

 

Looking ahead 

Colorado Rockies pitcher Kyle Freeland works ...Ben Margot, The Associated PressColorado Rockies pitcher Kyle 

Freeland works against the San Francisco Giants during the first inning of a baseball game Wednesday, June 27, 2018, in 

San Francisco. 

Giants LHP Madison Bumgarner (2-1, 2.51 ERA) at Rockies LHP Kyle Freeland (7-6, 3.29), 6:40 p.m. Monday, ATTRM; 

850 AM 

 

This is a rematch of last Wednesday’s pitchers’ duel, though this time it’s at Coors Field instead of pitcher-friendly AT&T 

Park. The Giants won Wednesday’s game 1-0 on a walk-off homer in the ninth inning off reliever Harrison Musgrave. 

Freeland was excellent, pitching seven scoreless innings, allowing four hits with one walk and four strikeouts. In four 

starts against the Giants this season, Freeland is 2-0 with a 1.89 ERA. In his career against them at Coors Field, he’s 3-1 

with a 2.91 ERA, with five walks and 13 strikeouts. Bumgarner also tossed seven shutout innings Wednesday, giving up 

just two hits and two walks while striking out eight. He allowed a runner to reach scoring position only once, in the fifth 

inning. Bumgarner has pitched 15 scoreless innings with 16 strikeouts and four walks across his past two starts. — 

Patrick  Saunders, The Denver Post 

 

Tuesday: Giants RHP Mark Stratton (8-5, 4.55 ERA) at Rockies RHP Antonio Senzatela (2-1, 6.23), 6:10 p.m, ATTRM 

Wednesday: Giants LHP Andrew Suarez (3-4, 4.18) at Rockies LHP Tyler Anderson (5-3, 4.23), 6:10 p.m.,  ATTRM 

Thursday: Off day 
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Rockies pitcher Chad Bettis has injured finger, departs game vs. Dodgers in fourth 
 
Patrick Saunders | DenverPost.com | July 1, 2018 
 

LOS ANGELES — Rockies starting pitcher Chad Bettis abruptly left Sunday’s game against the Dodgers in the top of the 

fourth inning. The club said the right-hander has a “hot spot” on the middle finger of his pitching hand. 

 

It’s a situation Bettis has been dealing with since the middle of May when the finger flared up during a start against the 

Dodgers here on May 22. 

 

Bettis was scheduled to bat and was taking swings in the on-deck circle before he left the field and headed to the visitors 

clubhouse. 

 

He was pitching reasonably well at the time of his departure, giving up two runs on two hits with two strikeouts and no 

walks. Bettis threw 58 pitches over three innings. 
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Journal: Rockies pitchers have to do an about-face at Coors Field 
 
Patrick Saunders | DenverPost.com | July 1, 2018 
 

LOS ANGELES — The Rockies are homeward bound after a solid 3-3 West Coast road trip; one that would have been 

cause for celebration had it not ended with a 6-4 loss to the Dodgers on Sunday. 

 

Now comes a stretch when the Rockies play nine of their next 12 games at Coors Field before the all-star break, 

beginning with a three-game series against the Giants that opens Monday night. Usually, a trip home is a good thing, and 

a chance for the Rockies to get hot and make a move in the National League West. But 2018 has not been business as 

usual. 

 

Colorado is 15-22 in LoDo, where it has been outscored 230-196. The Rockies’ 6.16 ERA at home is, far and away, the 

worst in the majors. Pitchers who have thrived on the road, such as starter German Marquez, have struggled at home. 

After his eight-inning masterpiece here Saturday night in Colorado’s 3-1 win over L.A., Marquez’s road ERA sank to 2.76. 

He has a 1.00 WHIP (walks plus hits per inning pitched) after eight road starts. At Coors Field, however, he has a 7.93 

ERA with a 1.95 WHIP after nine starts. 

 

Although the numbers say otherwise, Marquez insists he’s not daunted by pitching at altitude. Manager Bud Black, 

meanwhile, insists that his pitchers ignore the fact that they are pitching at a hitter’s paradise. 

 

“I hope it’s not in their minds,” Black said Sunday morning. “We don’t talk about it. ‘Outpitch the other team,’ that’s what I 

tell them. ‘You are capable of pitching good games no matter where you play.’ ” 

 

Black used Marquez as a prime example. 

 

“I’ll say that (Saturday’s game) was German’s best game,” Black said. “His second-best game was against the Cubs at 

Coors Field.” 

 

That came on May 10, 2017, when Marquez pitched eight scoreless innings of three-hit baseball, striking out eight and 

walking only one. 
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It’s not just Marquez who has presented a split personality this season. Right-hander Chad Bettis, excellent on the road, is 

winless in seven starts in Denver, with an 8.75 ERA. Now Bettis has an injured middle finger that forced him out of 

Sunday’s game in the fourth inning, and there is a possibility he’ll have to go on the disabled list. 

 

Saturday, struggling right-hander Jon Gray was demoted to Triple-A Albuquerque, and he could be down there until after 

the all-star break while the Rockies try to get him right. That means that 23-year-old right-hander Antonio Senzatela, 

who’ll be promoted to take Gray’s place in the rotation, must try to tame the Coors beast Tuesday night against the 

Giants. 

 

At a time when the Rockies are approaching must-win mode, their rotation is in a state of flux. The could be a good thing 

or a bad thing. 

 

“As a starter, outpitch the other starter. Do better than the other guy,” Black said, who really doesn’t care about ERA 

splits. “Get guys who want to win baseball games. Get guys who want to win baseball games for the Rockies. I think we 

have the right guys.” 

 

Otto’s place. Late-game reliever Adam Ottavino gave up a critical eighth-inning home run to Los Angeles’ Matt Kemp on 

Sunday, just the second homer served up by the right-hander this season. Although he was charged with two losses on 

Colorado’s 3-3 West Coast road trip, Ottavino thinks he’s in a good place. 

 

“I’m pitching good,” said Ottavino, who has a 1.88 ERA and is a candidate for the All-Star Game. “I executed everything 

today except one or two pitches. Things happen.” 

 

All-star invite. Black has been asked by Dodgers manager Dave Roberts to serve as a coach for the NL all-star team, and 

Black has accepted. This will be Black’s fourth All-Star Game as a coach. He was a member of the Angels’ staff in 2003 

when Mike Scioscia managed the AL squad after the Angels won the 2002 World Series; then-Rockies manager Clint 

Hurdle added Black to his staff in 2008 Midsummer Classic at the original Yankee Stadium; and Phillies manager Charlie 

Manuel invited Black in 2010. 
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German Márquez fired the fastest late-game pitch in MLB this season 
 
Nick Groke | TheAthletic.com | July 2, 2018 
 

LOS ANGELES — Adrenaline kicked in like an electric shock after German Márquez marched to the mound in the eighth 

inning Saturday at Dodger Stadium. A hulking hitter, Yasiel Puig, stared him down first, followed by Enrique Hernández 

and Chase Utley. 

 

Márquez responded with brute strength. The Rockies right-hander whipped a 100 mph fastball to strike out Hernandez — 

the fastest late-game pitch thrown in the major leagues by a starting pitcher this season. 

 

“I let it rip on that one,” Márquez said. 

 

Márquez, in his 17th start of the season, pitched the game of his young career, going eight innings and giving up just two 

hits and one run. The second-year starter from Venezuela struck out nine and allowed no walks as the Rockies downed 

the Dodgers 3-1 in the second game of a three-game set in L.A. 

 

“This guy just overpowered us with his stuff,” Dodgers manager Dave Roberts said. “We knew he had a good arm, but I 

didn’t know 100 was in there.” 

 

Officially, Márquez’s pitch was clocked by Statcast at 99.9 mph. And the fastest pitches this season by a starter after the 

seventh inning is a Who’s-Who list: 

 

Pitcher MPH Inning Batter Date 

German Márquez COL 99.9 8th Kiké Hernández LAD June 30 

Luis Severino NYY 99.8 8th George Springer HOU May 2 

Luis Severino NYY 99.7 9th Yuli Gurriel HOU May 2 

Luis Severino NYY 99.7 8th Johnny Field TBR June 6 

James Paxton SEA 99.5 9th Josh Donaldson TOR May 8 

“The last two innings, my adrenaline went up,” Marquez said. “I was trying to finish what I started, knowing that it was an 

important game for us. I was amped up.” 
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The Dodgers had little to show against Marquez. The only hits he allowed came in the sixth, a lead-off homer from 

Hernandez and a single to right field from Utley. Marquez rebounded against them in the eighth, his strongest inning, 

when he used just nine pitches to fly through three batters. 

 

“When the fastball plays up like that,” Roberts said, “beating our bats in the strike zone, it’s going to be tough to get 

anything going.” 

 

Marquez nearly left the game in the seventh when Colorado manager Bud Black sent Raimel Tapia on deck for an 

offensive push. But catcher Chris Iannetta singled in Gerardo Parra to give the Rockies a 3-1 lead. That was insurance 

enough for Black, who let Marquez hit and pitch two more innings. 

 

Black knew Marquez “was turning it loose, from the fifth on.” 

 

“He felt loose, he gained confidence as the game went on,” Black said. 

 

But Marquez’s return for ninth, after 92 pitches, was never a question. Adam Ottavino came on to earn his second save. 

 

Marquez’s turn capped a run of three excellent starting pitching outings in four days for the Rockies, something they 

desperately needed. On Wednesday at San Francisco, Kyle Freeland threw seven shutout innings on four hits in a 1-0 

loss to the Giants. Tyler Anderson on Friday at L.A. pitched eight shutout innings on four hits, with eight strikeouts in a 3-1 

win over the Dodgers. 

 

The other two starts in this rotation, though, turned sour. Jon Gray on Thursday gave up five runs in four innings and was 

demoted to Triple-A Albuquerque on Saturday. Chad Bettis on Sunday left in the fourth inning with a “hot spot” on the 

middle finger of his right hand, something he described as fluid collected under a callus. Bettis did not rule out a disabled 

list stint. 

 

Marquez’s start, then, became crucial for a team that overwhelmed its bullpen in June for the worst ERA in the majors, by 

far, at 7.78. 
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“It’s critically important that we as a staff give this team a chance to win,” Marquez said. “We have a tremendous offense. 

We have the potential in the rotation to be really good. It’s important to show what we have on a consistent basis.” 

 

Severino, in that May 2 game at Houston, pitched nine innings on 110 pitches. He dominated eight innings on 102 pitches 

in that June 16 game against the Rays. His 12-2 record and 2.10 ERA this season (entering Sunday night’s start against 

the Red Sox) will surely send him to the All-Star Game. Paxton, who remains one of the best pitches in the American 

League, whipped through that May 8 start, going nine innings on 99 pitches. 

 

Marquez will wait to reach their level. But his cruise through a homer-happy Dodgers lineup is a boost to his young career. 

 

“It’s a big step for a young pitcher,” Black said of Marquez. “You gain confidence with games like this. That’s how you 

pitch, you have to pitch aggressively.” 
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Kemp drives in 4, Dodgers avoid sweep, beat Rockies 6-4 
 
Associated Press | ESPN.com | July 1, 2018 
 

LOS ANGELES -- Matt Kemp wasn't supposed to last long in his return to Los Angeles. He was tabbed as trade bait after 

arriving from Atlanta in exchange for a salary dump by the Dodgers. 

 

The 33-year-old slugger has made himself at home again in a hurry. 

 

Kemp got three hits and drove in four runs, including a go-ahead homer leading off the eighth inning that rallied the 

Dodgers past the Colorado Rockies 6-4 on Sunday to prevent a sweep and end a three-game skid. 

 

Kemp is on track to earn his third All-Star nod and first since 2012. He's the second-leading vote-getter, ahead of 

Washington's Bryce Harper, among NL outfielders. 

 

"That's what the All-Star Game is, having a good first half," Kemp said. "My real focus is trying to get to the playoffs and 

win a championship, something I've never done." 

 

Kemp was 1 for 6 in the first two games of the series, which the Dodgers lost by identical scores of 3-1. He has been solid 

in his last 14 games against Colorado, batting .438 with 11 RBI. 

 

"He showed in spring training he was in shape and was hitting from the start," Dodgers starter Ross Stripling said. 

 

Kemp sent his 14th homer of the season over the center-field wall off Adam Ottavino (4-2) to put Los Angeles ahead 5-4. 

It was the Dodgers' first homer of July after they hit a major league-leading and franchise-record 55 in June. 

 

One out later, Yasiel Puig doubled. Joc Pederson followed and reached on an infield single to second that DJ LeMahieu 

dived to stop. Puig made a heads-up baserunning play when he scored an insurance run after taking an extra base on 

Pederson's hit. 

 

Puig took advantage of LeMahieu's soft throw from his knees to first baseman Ian Desmond. 
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"DJ slipped," Rockies manager Bud Black said. "If DJ wanted to do it over again he would probably give a firmer throw to 

Desmond to get it back in." 

 

Puig hopped back and forth before taking off for the plate, sliding belly first. He got up and swung his arms in wild 

celebration with the Dodgers ahead 6-4. 

 

"I do my crazy move and score," Puig said. "I said in my mind, `He's not going to throw me out, I'm going home.' Not too 

many players who score from third base in that situation." 

 

Kemp agreed, saying, "Everyone is living right." 

 

Kemp drove in the Dodgers' first three runs with an RBI groundout in the first, a double in the third and a single in the fifth. 

 

Daniel Hudson (3-2) went one inning. Kenley Jansen pitched a perfect ninth for his 22nd save. 

 

Nolan Arenado hit his team-leading 21st homer and had an RBI grounder, helping the Rockies take a 4-2 lead in the fifth. 

 

Rockies starter Chad Bettis was pulled after three innings because of fluid underneath a callus on his right middle finger. 

The right-hander allowed two runs and three hits, struck out two and walked two in his shortest outing of the season. 

 

"It is really painful," Bettis said. "It is kind of something that is a little bit of a mental block trying to battle through that pain. 

I felt like it got to the point where I really needed to say something." 

 

Stripling gave up four runs and a season-high nine hits in six innings. The right-hander struck out seven and walked one. 

 

TRAINER'S ROOM 

Rockies: RHP Bryan Shaw (right calf strain) will throw a bullpen session on Monday and simulated game on Wednesday. 

He is working on mechanics with his delivery and more consistent pitch locations. 
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UP NEXT 

Rockies: LHP Kyle Freeland (7-6, 3.29 ERA) makes his second straight start against the Giants on Monday in the home 

opener of a three-game set. He is 3-1 with a 2.91 ERA at Coors Field in his career against them. 

 

Dodgers: LHP Alex Wood (4-5, 4.00) starts on Monday in the opener of a three-game series against the Pirates. In eight 

games (seven starts) against them, Wood is 2-2 with a 2.86 ERA. 
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HEADLINES Kemp, Dodgers take advantage of Rockies’ bullpen, avoid sweepRich Allen 
 
Rich Allen | BSNDenver.com | July 1, 2018 
  

Hunting for the sweep against the Los Angeles Dodgers, the Colorado Rockies were not able to resort to the methods that 

got them their first two wins of the series on Sunday afternoon. The bullpen, which worked only one inning in both of the 

previous two games, assumed control of the game in the fourth. They paced with the Dodgers staff until the eighth but 

were ultimately undone by a big game from Matt Kemp. 

 

Where Tyler Anderson and German Marquez put up back-to-back eight-inning performances to secure the first two 

victories, game three’s starter Chad Bettis exited after the third inning with a hot spot (or, developing blister) on his right 

middle finger. It is the second time this season he has had issues with developing hot spots. 

 

In his short start, Bettis recorded twos all around: runs allowed, hits, walks and strikeouts. Early on he had issues locating, 

hitting Chris Taylor in a 3-2 count with a pitch in the first Dodgers plate appearance of the game and following that with a 

four-pitch walk to Max Muncy. But, he limited damage, keeping Los Angeles hitless in four at-bats with runners in scoring 

position. 

 

The two runs against Bettis came off the bat of Matt Kemp, via a groundout in the first and a double in the third. 

 

Bettis’s opposite, Ross Stripling, came into the game with a 1.98 ERA, second only to the Mets’ Jacob DeGrom. The 

Rockies were unphased, recording hits in each of the first three innings and eight hits through the first five, tallying four 

runs by that point. 

 

Colorado got on the board in the second when Ian Desmond drove in Carlos Gonzalez with a well-placed groundout to 

first baseman Cody Bellinger. The play also advanced Trevor Story to third base with one out, poising the Rockies for 

more offense. But after Raimel Tapia walked in his first plate appearance of the season, Tom Murphy and Bettis both 

struck out to end the frame. 

 

They tacked on two more in the third thanks to a Nolan Arenado ground out that plated DJ LeMahieu and a Story ground-

rule double. 
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In the fifth, Arenado reached out for a low curveball from Stripling, muscling it over the center field fence for his NL-leading 

21st home run on the season and putting Colorado up 4-2. 

 

The lead didn’t hold, however, as the Rockies’ struggling bullpen came into play. Chris Rusin pitched around a Joc 

Pederson double in the fourth in his first inning of work but yielded two runs in the fifth to tie the game, with Matt Kemp 

notching his third RBI of the game. 

 

Rusin was relieved in the sixth after allowing a bunt single to Austin Barnes, who was nullified on a caught stealing with a 

strong throw from Murphy. 

 

The score held at 4-4 until the eighth, when Kemp continued his assault on the Rockies, launching an Adam Ottavino 

mistake out to center, his 14th of the season. It was Kemp’s fourth RBI on the day. 

 

The Dodgers tallied again on a Pederson infield single, where Puig raced home after starting the play at second base. 

Ottavino exited after giving up his fourth hit in an uncharacteristic outing for him. 

 

Kenley Jansen locked down the save, and Los Angeles dodged the sweep with a 6-4 win. 

 

After sniffing .500, the Rockies fall to 41-43. They are now five games back in the National League wild-card race. 

 

FINAL STATS 

Chad Bettis: 3 IP, 2 H, 2 R (2 ER), 2 BB, 2 K 

Chris Rusin: 2.1 IP, 4 H, 2 R (1 ER), BB, 2 K 

Scott Oberg: 1.2 IP, 1 H, 0 R, 2 K 

Adam Ottavino: .1 IP, 4 H, 2 R (2 ER), K 

Mike Dunn: .2 IP, 0 H, 0 ER 

Nolan Arenado: 1-for-3, HR, 2 RBI, BB 

Trevor Story: 2-for-4, 2B, RBI 

Ian Desmond: 1-for-4, RBI 
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Raimel Tapia (Season Debut): 0-for-3, BB 

 

WHAT’S NEXT 

The Rockies return to Coors Field tomorrow to start a three game set with the San Francisco Giants. Kyle Freeland will 

look to continue his hot streak of pitching, opposing Madison Bumgarner. First pitch is at 6:40 p.m. 
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Nolan or LeBron? Denver turns its attention to the next most important star 
 
Doug Ottewill | MileHighSports.com | July 1, 2018 
 

For just a moment, indulge me. 

 

In the real world, Nolan Arenado and LeBron James – and the respective games they play – are totally unrelated. One 

has no influence on the other. Tough to say if these two megastars have ever even met. They’re both somewhat pertinent 

to Denver, however, as both athletes have been in the headlines of late here in the Mile High City. 

 

Lately, both stars have had us dreaming. 

 

Arenado already has a Colorado address; he’s in possession (so to speak) of the Colorado Rockies. He’s a homegrown 

product that’s provided incredible yield for the Rockies. At just 27 years old, he’s arguably one of the top-five talents in the 

game. He’s also grossly underpaid relative to his abilities. Arenado currently makes $17.75 million, but enters his fourth 

year of arbitration next season, where he should earn north of $30 million if he indeed plays on a one-year contract in 

2019. 

 

Unfortunately, he’s seemingly entered the “publicly not happy” phase of his career in Colorado. Last week, Arenado’s 

frustrations became public and subsequently a big topic of discussion in Denver. During Arenado’s time with the Rockies, 

he’s been a part of one playoff team – actually one playoff game. Unlike the last disgruntled superstar who played at 20th 

and Blake, Troy Tulowitzki, there’s no grey area as to Arenado’s worth to the team. Quite simply, Arenado has done it all: 

He hits for average and power; he does it consistently and consistently in clutch situations; he’s the finest defensive third 

baseman in Major League Baseball (maybe in the history of Major League Baseball); he’s been extremely reliable in 

terms of his health. There’s nothing not to like about Arenado. 

 

The Rockies would like to make Arenado a big part of their future. 

 

There’s nothing not to like about LeBron James either. Rather than wasting words on his merits, it’s easier just to state the 

facts: He’s the best player in the game; he’s worth whatever he says he’s worth; he instantly gives whatever team he 

chooses  a legitimate shot at an NBA title. 
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The Denver Nuggets thought they’d like to take a shot of making James a part their immediate future. 

 

Problem is, LeBron James wasn’t as interested in that meeting as the Nuggets were. On Sunday, it was announced that 

the King had come  to an agreement with the Los Angeles Lakers; four years, $154 million. 

 

Hey, it’s good work if a guy can get it. 

 

But, hypothetically, if you wind back the clock and had a chance to only ink one, Denver, who would you take? 

(Remember, especially you, Guy who is going to Tweet me and remind me that both teams are owned by different 

owners, LeBron is now a Laker and that all of this hypothetical nonsense is already ruining his fireworks, this is an 

exercise in fun). Play this like we’re building a GoFundMe campaign that will take care of the annoying dollars and sense 

of it all. Even if the money did matter, and it likely does, it’s not ours anyway. 

 

Arenado’s future contact, as some have speculated, has the potential to be worth more than $300 million – maybe $400 

million (sorry, LeBron, you just don’t hit for power). Should Dick Monfort and Jeff Bridich somehow find a way to meet 

those needs, would Arenado’s contract be one that cripples the Rockies for years to come? Todd Helton was a great 

Rockie, but it could be argued that he simply made too much, and that his number prohibited the Rockies from signing 

other needs. Recently, the Rockies have been anything but cheap, but $300-400 million for one player could be 

troublesome to any team that isn’t the Dodgers or Yankees. 

 

In the NBA, there’s a salary cap, sort of. Bringing James to Denver, as was the plan or so it seemed Sunday morning, 

would have instantly placed the Nuggets payroll well into the luxury tax. That would have been supposedly okay – all part 

of the plan – but even the biggest spenders in the Association (Cleveland last season, followed by Golden State and 

Oklahoma City, and now the Lakers) can’t spend unlimited amounts. Realistically, to bring in James, the Nuggets would 

need to part with one or more pieces of their much-ballyhooed “core.” More than likely, they’d be saying goodbye to Paul 

Millsap or Gary Harris, potentially both. Who knows, maybe Michael Porter Jr., too. 

 

Would you have been okay with that? Personally, I not only would have, but I’d have thrown a parade as well. So much 

for the parade now. 
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If the Rockies ink Arenado, as great as he is, winning a title is anything but a lock. As fans and followers of the Rockies, 

we know that by default. 

 

But, one thing is for certain, like Cleveland, Miami and now L.A., if the Rockies can somehow find a way to keep Nolan 

Arenado at home on 20th and Blake, we know that that we’ll be watching greatness on the regular. There’s something to 

be said for that, especially when there are 162 games in a major league season. 

 

If you – like me – got caught up in the wild and crazy notion that LeBron James might somehow come to Denver, the 

dream is over. 

 

But there’s a superstar already here that should be the focus. While the Nuggets return to building a championship the old 

fashioned way, the Rockies and Nolan Arenado have some thinking to do. 

 

What can each party learn from LeBron James? 

 

Tough to say. It seems that in 2018, talent travels wherever it wants. 
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Matt Kemp, Rockies killer, does it again in 6-4 Colorado loss to L.A. 
 
Rich Kurtzman | MileHighSports.com | July 1, 2018 
 

After back-to-back phenomenally pitched games, Sunday’s was clear it would be different from the start. 

 

And in the bottom of the eighth inning, with the game tied 4-4, Matt Kemp came to the plate and homered to give the L.A. 

Dodgers the go-ahead run, while Yasiel Puig added an insurance run and the Rockies lost 6-4. 

 

Fittingly, in a game where pitching was not at a premium, the Rockies’ best bullpen arm Adam Ottavino, gave up two runs 

in that eighth inning during the team’s demise. 

 

In the bottom of the first, the Dodgers struck first; Chad Bettis started out hitting a batter and walking the next and Matt 

Kemp’s groundout turned into a run as Chris Taylor scored. 

 

The Rockies tied it up in the second inning, though, in the same way. After Carlos Gonzalez singled and Trevor Story 

doubled, Ian Desmond grounded out to first, which was enough for Gonzalez to run across the plate. 

 

The next inning, Colorado scored the same way again, on a ground out by Nolan Arenado, scoring D.J LeMahieu. Then, 

Story smashed a ground-rule double down the right field line to score Gerardo Parra to push Colorado’s lead to 3-1. In the 

bottom half of that third inning, though, Kemp — the Rockie killer — smashed a double to score Max Muncy and bring the 

game to 3-2. 

 

That third inning also was the end of the day for Bettis, the Rockies starter, who had a “hot spot” on his middle finger and 

was pulled. 

 

In the fifth inning, Arenado smashed a solo homer, his 21st of the season. Unfortunately, the Rockies had a mere two 

baserunners since that home run, as they faded away late. 
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Meanwhile, the Dodgers did anything but fade away. They, in fact, got stronger as the game went on. Kemp singled to 

score Muncy in the bottom of the fifth, and then Cody Bellinger’s ground out resulted in Justin Turner scoring. That left the 

game tied at 5-5 after five. 

 

Finally, Kemp — who went 3-4 on the day with four RBI — hit his homer and Puig was able to score from second on an 

infield single when LeMahieu made a great diving play but couldn’t get up to make a throw. 

 

Colorado started the game hot, and led for the entire first half of the day, but faded like an L.A. sunset, quietly and ugly, 

seen through the smog. 

 

This was a huge opportunity for the Rockies to do three things with a win. They could have swept the Dodgers, pushed 

their winning streak to four games and also pulled their record back up to .500. Instead, all that momentum which had 

been built this weekend, is now gone. 

 

Tomorrow, the Rockies (41-43) host the San Francisco Giants (44-40) at 6:40 p.m. MT at Coors Field. 
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Bud Black to coach NL in All-Star Game 
 
Rich Kurtzman | MileHighSports.com | July 1, 2018 
 

So much for a short vacation, eh, Bud? 

 

According to Bill Shaikin, the Colorado Rockies manager, Bud Black, will be part of the coaching staff for the National 

League in the 2018 All-Star Game: 

 

Bill Shaikin 

@BillShaikin 

 Bud Black and Dave Martinez will be the NL All-Star coaches, Dave Roberts said. 

 

Dave Roberts, the Los Angeles Dodgers Manager, is leading the NL, while Black will assist in the effort. This year’s All-

Star Game is set to take place on Tuesday, July 17 at 6 p.m. MT in Washington, D.C. at Nationals Park. 

 

For Black — who’s Rockies are on a three-game winning streak currently — he may be able to coach multiple of his 

players. 

 

Nolan Arenado, the best third baseman in baseball, is leading the way from his position with 1,706,923 votes, which was 

most recently updated on June 25. Arenado leads Kris Bryant of the Chicago Cubs by 700,000 votes and is basically a 

lock to make the team. 

 

Trevor Story, who has been making a strong case for himself this season, is currently fourth among shortstops with 

555,788 votes, about 1.2 million behind Brandon Crawford of the San Francisco Giants. 

 

In the outfield, Charlie Blackmon is just outside the starting lineup, at No. 4 overall, with 983,660 votes. He’s around 

500,000 votes behind Bryce Harper of the Nationals in third. 

 

Voting goes through Thursday, July 5 here, so get going and help the other Rockies join Black and Arenado in D.C. 
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Colorado Rockies: Their season is stuck in purgatory 
 
Aaron Hurt | RoxPile.com | July 2, 2018 
 

Al Pacino in The Godfather III said it best. “Just when I thought I was out, they pull me back in.” As everyone was about 

write off the Colorado Rockies‘ 2018 season, DJ LeMahieu stepped up to the plate in the top of the ninth and crushed a 

two-run home run into the left field bleachers to steal 9-8 victory from the San Francisco Giants on Thursday afternoon. 

The Rockies carried that momentum into their trip to Los Angeles as they got two outstanding pitching performances from 

German Marquez and Tyler Anderson in back-to-back 3-1 victories over the Dodgers. 

 

Then, just as I was about to declare that the Rockies were right back in the thick of the playoff race, Matt Kemp did what 

he always seems to do to the Rockies and spoiled what would have been the sixth sweep of the Dodgers at Dodgers 

Stadium in franchise history. 

 

I don’t know if Rockies’ fans, especially myself, can take much more of this. The emotional roller coaster ride that this 

team continues to provide is painstakingly demoralizing. No wonder Nolan Arenado is getting upset. 

 

The Rockies have to someway, somehow get over .500 and stay there because right now they are stuck in purgatory. 

With the recent sweep of the Arizona Diamondbacks by the Giants, the Rockies are still in striking distance of the National 

League West lead at six games back … but there are lot of teams ahead of them. The same can be said for the Wild Card 

as they are only five games back. 

 

The real issue here is time. With two weeks left until the All-Star break and four weeks until the trade deadline, the 

Rockies cannot continue to sit around .500 as they may miss out on some valuable trade opportunities. 

 

With multiple expiring contracts on the roster, Colorado general manager Jeff Bridich has countless trade options 

available … but he must decide whether not to be buyers or sellers. Unfortunately for him, his team’s play has not made 

the decision easy. 
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Rockies Rotation Leaves Dodgers Singing the Blues 
 
Tracy Ringolsby | InsidetheSeams.com | July 2, 2018 
 

In the midst of the Fox telecast of the Rockies 3-1 victory at Dodger Stadium on Saturday, giving them back-to-back 3-1 

wins in which the starting pitcher worked eight innings, the announcing crew moaned, "Some of those fly balls would have 

been home runs at Coors Field." 

 

Maybe. 

 

But the games were played at Dodger Stadium, and the Rockies enjoyed two of their most impressive pitching efforts ever 

at the ballpark located in Chavez Ravine. 

 

First, it was Tyler Anderson on Friday night, working eight innings for the first time in his career and holding the Dodgers 

scoreless. Wade Davis did give up a ninth inning home run, but earned the save. 

 

Then, it was German Marquez overpowering the Dodgers, working eight innings for the first time this season and second 

time in his career, giving up one run. Adam Ottavino got the final three outs for the save. 

Big deal? 

Yep. 

 

Since their inception in 1993, the Rockies have played 211 games at Dodger Stadium. They have won only 81 of those 

games. And only three times have the Rockies enjoyed starting pitchers working at least eight innings and allowing two or 

fewer runs in back-to-back games. Underscoring the challenge, understand that the Rockies are 4-2 in those games. It 

wasn't until Friday and Saturday that the Rockies had a starter work at least eight innings in back-to-back games and win 

both of them. 

 

LOOKING FOR 8 

Dates  W/L IP H R ER BB SO 

June 29, 2018 Tyler Anderson W 8 4 0 0 1 8 
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Dates  W/L IP H R ER BB SO 

June 30, 2018 German Marquez W 8 2 1 1 0 9 

-         

June 30, 2009 Jason Marquis W 9 2 0 0 0 3 

July 1, 2009 Jason Hammel L 8 5 1 1 0 5 

-         

Aug. 9, 1993 Greg Harris W 9 4 2 2 1 5 

Aug. 10, 1993 Kent Bottenfield L 8 2 2 2 2 2 

 

The Rockies, in fact, have had only 22 games out of the 211 they have played at Dodger Stadium in which the starting 

pitcher worked at least eight innings. The Rockies are 15-7 in those games, including three of them that went into extra 

innings, two of which the Rockies won. 

 

DODGING THE BLUES 

Player Date W L IP H R ER BB SO 

German Marquez 6/30/2018 1 0 8 2 1 1 0 9 

Tyler Anderson 6/29/2018 1 0 8 4 0 0 1 8 

Tyler Chatwood 6/6/2016 1 0 8 1 1 1 4 5 

Jorge De La Rosa 9/16/2015 0 1 8 6 2 2 1 5 

Tyler Chatwood 7/13/2013 0 1 8 4 1 1 2 4 

Ubaldo Jimenez 6/1/2011 1 0 9 4 0 0 0 7 

Jhoulys Chacin 9/18/2010 1 0 8 9 0 0 0 2 

Jason Hammel 7/1/2009 0 1 8 5 1 1 0 5 

Jason Marquis 6/30/2009 1 0 9 2 0 0 0 3 
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Player Date W L IP H R ER BB SO 

Aaron Cook 6/4/2008 1 0 8 6 1 1 1 6 

X-Jason Jennings 9/30/2004 0 0 8 7 1 1 1 6 

Darren Oliver 8/31/2003 0 1 8 4 3 0 0 2 

Jason Jennings 5/21/2003 0 1 8 11 3 3 4 4 

Pedro Astacio 7/21/1999 1 0 8 8 4 4 2 6 

Y-Pedro Astacio 6/14/1998 0 0 9 3 1 1 1 6 

Darryl Kile 6/12/1998 0 1 8 5 2 2 1 7 

Darren Holmes 6/24/1997 1 0 8 5 2 2 2 7 

Mark Thompson 5/1/1996 1 0 8.2 6 1 1 2 3 

Bill Swift 7/2/1995 1 0 8 4 1 1 0 10 

Willie Blair 8/12/1993 1 0 9 7 1 1 1 4 

Kent Bottenfield 8/10/1993 1 0 9 7 2 2 2 2 

z-Greg Harris 8/9/1993 0 0 8 6 2 2 1 5 

W-L  15 7       

X-Lost 4-2 (11)          

y-Won 3-2 (12)          

z-Won 3-2 (11)          

 

The key for Marquez is to regain his ability to dominate hitters at Coors Field. He had been effective at home the two 

previous seasons, but the home/road split has been concerning this year. He still has the same dominant stuff, so it could 

be more of a focus issue than anything else. There is no question about his competitive nature. 

In 2016, when he made six appearances at the big-league level, three at home and three on the road, and 2017, when he 

started 29 games, he was a combined 7-3 with a 4.29 ERA at Coors Field in 92 1/3 innings. In 19 games on the road he 

was a combined 5-5 with a 4.68 ERA on the road. 
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This year, he is 4-3 with a 3.07 ERA in seven road starts, and 2-5 with a 7.93 ERA in nine home starts. 

 

COLD COORS 

2016 W L G GS IP H R ER HR BB SO ERA 

Home 1 0 3 2 12 12 3 3 0 2 10 2.25 

Away 0 1 3 1 8.2 16 9 9 2 4 5 9.35 

 x            

2017 W L G GS IP H R ER HR BB SO ERA 

Home 6 3 13 13 80.1 81 41 41 15 20 76 4.59 

Away 5 4 16 16 81.2 93 41 38 10 29 71 4.19 

 x            

2018 W L G GS IP H R ER HR BB SO ERA 

Home 2 5 9 9 42 61 38 37 9 21 42 7.93 

Away 4 3 7 7 41 33 17 14 5 14 42 3.07 

 x            

Career W L G GS IP H R ER HR BB SO ERA 

Home 9 8 25 24 134.1 154 82 81 24 43 128 5.43 

Away 9 8 26 24 131.1 142 57 51 17 47 128 3.49 

Totals 18 16 51 48 265.2 296 139 132 41 90 256 4.47 

 

The Rockies have a shot at a record-setting weekend if they can keep the Dodgers offense in check on Sunday. Having 

allowed two runs combined in the first two games of the series, they could set a franchise record for a three-game series 

at Dodger Stadium if they allow only two runs on Sunday. The Rockies twice have limited the Dodgers to five runs in a 

three-game series at Dodger Stadium. They have held them to nine runs or fewer in only 10 three-game series in what is 

now the Rockies 26th season of existence. 
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SHUTTING THEM DOWN 

Dates W L IP H R ER HR BB SO 

June 29-July 1, 2009 1 2 29 17 5 5 1 4 18 

June 6-8, 2016 2 1 26.2 10 5 5 2 11 17 

June 12014, 1998 2 1 29 16 6 6 2 7 19 

Aug. 6-8, 2012 2 1 26 18 7 7 1 14 18 

May 7-9, 2010 1 2 25 19 8 7 1 8 21 

April 9-11, 2007 1 2 25 20 8 8 1 9 13 

Aug. 19-21, 2008 2 1 26 25 9 6 1 4 24 

June 2-4, 2008 2 1 26 23 9 7 3 7 17 

May 21-23, 2018 1 2 25 15 9 9 3 9 16 

June 23-25, 1997 1 2 25 21 9 7 3 7 15 

 

Enter Chad Bettis. He is the scheduled starter for Sunday. He has been dominant on the road this season, going 5-1 

outside of Coors Field, where he does not have a decision. 

 

ROAD WARRIOR 

Home/Road Results   W L ERA GS INN H R ER HR BB SO 

Road (Team 6-3)   5 1 2.72 9 56.1 43 17 17 7 22 38 

Home (Team 3-4)   0 0 8.75 7 36 50 35 35 8 14 29 

Totals (Team 9-7)   5 1 5.07 16 92.1 93 52 52 15 36 67 

 

There are, however, warning signs. Dodger Stadium has not been kind to Bettis over the years. He has made five starts in 

the ballpark, and is 1-2 with a 6.31 ERA. He has allowed four or more runs in four of the five starts, and failed to get past  

the fifth inning in four of the five starts. 
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TIME FOR A CHANGE 

Date Opp Score W L IP H R ER HR BB SO #Pit 

5/14/2015 @LAD W 5-4 0 0 5 7 4 4 0 4 3 106 

7/2/2016 @LAD L 6-1 0 1 6 6 4 4 0 1 4 100 

9/24/2016 @LAD L 14-1 0 1 4.2 8 7 5 0 4 3 105 

9/9/2017 @LAD W 6-5 1 0 5 6 4 3 1 0 5 88 

5/22/2018 @LAD L 5-3 0 0 5 3 2 2 0 3 4 89 

   W L INN H R ER HR BB SO #PIT 

Totals ERA 6.31 1 2 25.2 31 21 18 1 13 21 508 
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Monday Stats: Arenado On the Offensive 
 
Tracy Ringolsby | InsidetheSeams.com | July 2, 2018 
 

Nolan Arenado is the leader of the pack for a productive Rockies offense. He goes into Monday leading the NL with 21 

home runs. Ian Desmond is tied for fifth with 17, and Trevor Story is tied for eighth with 16. 

 

Arenado and Story are tied for third in RBI with 59, two behind Javier Baez of the Cubs and Eugenio Suarez of the Reds, 

both of whom have driven in 61 runs. Desmond is tied for 15th with 48 RBI. And is seventh in average at .306, a point 

ahead of teammate Gerardo Parra. 

 

PRODUCTIVE LUMBER 

Player Team HR  Player Team RBI  Player Team AVG 

Nolan Arenado Col 21  Javier Baez ChC 61  Scooter Gennett Cin 0.332 

Bryce Harper Was 20  Eugenio Suarez Cin 61  Albert Almora Jr. ChC 0.331 

Jesus Aguilar Mil 19  Nolan Arenado Col 59  Nick Markakis Atl 0.323 

Paul Goldschmidt Ari 18  Trevor Story Col 59  Freddie Freeman Atl 0.315 

Ozzie Albies Atl 17  Freddie Freeman Atl 56  Brandon Crawford SF 0.315 

Ian Desmond Col 17  Nick Markakis Atl 56  Matt Kemp LAD 0.31 

Max Muncy LAD 17  Anthony Rizzo ChC 56  Nolan Arenado Col 0.306 

Javier Baez ChC 16  Jesus Aguilar Mil 54  Eugenio Suarez Cin 0.306 

Cody Bellinger LAD 16  Scooter Gennett Cin 54  Gerardo Parra Col 0.305 

Freddie Freeman Atl 16  Jose Martinez StL 52  Joey Votto Cin 0.3 

Kyle Schwarber ChC 16  Rhys Hoskins Phi 51     

Trevor Story Col 16  Matt Kemp LAD 51     

Eugenio Suarez Cin 16  Adam Duvall Cin 49     

Christian Villanueva SD 16  Bryce Harper Was 49     
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Player Team HR  Player Team RBI  Player Team AVG 

    Ozzie Albies Atl 48     

    Ian Desmond Col 48     

    Carlos Santana Phi 48     

 

The Rockies are 41-43, which equals the ninth best start in what is their 26th year of exsitence. They have the same 

record as the 2007 team, the only Rockies team to go to the World Series. They are four games behind the 2009 NL  

wild-card team, five games behind the 1995 NL wild-card team, and seven games behind last year's NL wild-card team. 

 

Year W L Pct. RS RA Rdiff Finish Place Postseason 

2017 48 36 0.571 421 390 31 87-75 3 Wildcard 

1995 46 38 0.548 448 435 13 77-67 2 Wildcard 

2010 46 38 0.548 405 364 41 83-79 3  

2000 45 39 0.536 517 465 52 82-80 4  

2009 45 39 0.536 423 384 39 92-70 2 Wildcard 

2006 44 40 0.524 396 379 17 76-86 4  

1997 43 41 0.512 497 475 22 83-79 3  

2003 42 42 0.5 454 444 10 74-88 4  

2018 41 43 0.488 392 438 -46 TBD TBD  

1996 41 43 0.488 508 527 -19 83-79 3  

2007 41 43 0.488 394 414 -20 90-73 2 NL Pennant 

2011 41 43 0.488 382 378 4 73-89 4  

2013 41 43 0.488 390 372 18 74-88 5  
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Jon Gray Is a Riddle Wrapped in a Rockies Uniform 
Colorado just sent its Opening Day starter to the minors. What went wrong? With this sabermetric cipher, that depends on 
where you look: There’s no precedent for a pitcher simultaneously seeming so terrific and so terrible. 
 
Ben Lindbergh | TheRinger.com | Jul 2, 2018 
 

On Saturday, the Colorado Rockies demoted either one of the best or one of the worst pitchers in baseball to Triple-A. 

Jon Gray, the team’s 26-year-old strikeout artist, was the Rockies’ Opening Day starter for the second consecutive year, 

and while he’s not the first Opening Day starter to be optioned since then—Oakland’s Kendall Graveman beat him to the 

Pacific Coast League by more than two months—the newest member of the Albuquerque Isotopes is the most perplexing 

pitcher of 2018. 

 

Although the Rockies aren’t known for developing pitchers, Gray has seemingly been bound for acehood since the 

franchise selected him with the third overall pick of the 2013 draft. For three springs in a row, he ranked among the best 

pitching prospects in the game, and by some metrics, he’s been one of the best pitchers in the majors since the day he 

debuted. Among pitchers with at least 400 innings since the start of 2015, Gray’s park-adjusted FIP ranks 12th (as does 

his per-pitch slider value), placing him in the company of past and present Cy Young candidates. 

 

After posting the most valuable season by a rookie pitcher in Rockies franchise history in 2016, Gray got even better last 

year. The 6-foot-4 flamethrower, whose fastball sits at 96 and spikes close to triple digits, was one of the biggest reasons 

for the Rockies’ skin-of-their-teeth postseason appearance, leading Colorado pitchers in FanGraphs WAR despite 

amassing only 110 1/3 innings, most of which came after his late-June return from an April foot fracture. 

 

Gray, who ranked fifth in FanGraphs WAR among major league pitchers from August 1 on, was arguably the most 

effective starter ever to pitch for the franchise last season, and he seemed to have cracked the Coors Field code: When 

he pitched at altitude, where breaking balls tend to be flatter, he threw more fastballs and got more grounders, and when 

he pitched on the road, he relied more often on breaking balls and missed more bats. When the Rockies needed to win 

one wild-card game against the Diamondbacks to advance to the NLDS, Gray got the start opposite Zack Greinke, whom 

he’d outpitched down the stretch. He lasted only four outs, allowing seven hits and four runs in the losing effort, but he 

remained one of the majors’ most promising pitchers entering 2018. 
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According to some stats, Gray has fulfilled his promise. Pick a pitching metric other than ERA—FIP, cFIP, xFIP, DRA, 

SIERA—and Gray appears to have improved relative to last season: Most notably, the righty has raised his already robust 

strikeout rate by almost five percentage points, and no starter with at least 50 innings pitched in both 2017 and 2018 has 

allowed a lower contact rate relative to last year. On the other hand, he has a 5.77 ERA, which is ugly even after adjusting 

for calling Coors Field home. (Gray’s ERA this season is slightly higher on the road.) Only eight qualified pitchers this 

season have a superior park-adjusted FIP, but only seven have a higher park-adjusted ERA. Or, to express the same 

strange dichotomy in different terms, Gray has the 13th-best FIP-based WAR of any pitcher and the 12th-worst win 

probability added. There’s no precedent for a pitcher simultaneously seeming so terrific and so terrible. 

 

Zachary Kram 

@zachkram 

 Jon Gray's park-adjusted ERA: 24% worse than average 

Jon Gray's park-adjusted FIP: 29% better than average 

 

No qualified pitcher in MLB history has had a wider single-season gap. 

 

Patrick Saunders 

@psaundersdp 

Big move for #Rockies. Jon Gray optioned to AAA. OF Raimel Tapia called up. 

 

As one would expect given Gray’s two-faced stats, his demotion produced strongly conflicting responses. Some fed-up 

fans welcomed the news, no doubt sick of seeing opponents post crooked numbers against the erstwhile ace: In his last 

nine starts (only four of which came at Coors), Gray recorded a 7.35 ERA. Many statheads, meanwhile, mocked or 

questioned the move, citing Gray’s advanced stats as evidence that he didn’t deserve to be banished. 

 

Derek Carty 

@DerekCarty 

 Jon Gray has a 2.77 xFIP and a 12 K/9 despite Coors Field suppressing strikeouts by like 15%.  This has to just be a 

procedural move, right?  RIGHT?!  This is a rotation that still counts on *Chad Bettis* every fifth day for crying out loud 
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Patrick Saunders 

@psaundersdp 

Big move for #Rockies. Jon Gray optioned to AAA. OF Raimel Tapia called up. 

 

Normally, it makes sense to side with the statheads when a pitcher’s traditional and fielding-independent pitching stats 

don’t tell the same story. In most cases, a pitcher’s past ERA is a poor indicator of his future ERA, whether within the 

same season or across multiple seasons; any advanced stat that estimates how many runs a pitcher “should” have 

allowed will more accurately predict the rate at which he will allow runs going forward. 

 

From afar, Gray looks like a candidate to be saved by sample size. One of Gray’s biggest bugaboos this year has been 

his tendency to allow hits on balls in play: His .386 BABIP this season leads all pitchers with at least 40 innings pitched. 

Granted, Gray’s surroundings have something to do with that: Thanks to its biggest-in-baseball outfield, Coors increases 

other hit types by roughly as much or more than it does home runs, and the Rockies’ outfield defense hasn’t helped. Even 

after park adjustments, Gray’s BABIP alone has cost the Rockies almost two wins, by far the worst margin in the majors. 

But because most pitchers’ BABIPs tend to converge toward the league average over time, Gray’s current inflated figure 

ought to be encouraging: A mile-high BABIP is often a sign that an ERA reversal is coming. Most high-BABIP pitchers 

don’t need a trip to Triple-A to fix the problem; they just have to point toward their FIPs, chant “regression” three times, 

and wait for the correction to come. 

 

In 2018, every front office knows this—even the one that’s spending $52.5 million this season on Ian Desmond, Wade 

Davis, Bryan Shaw, and Jake McGee (combined 2018 Baseball-Reference WAR total: -2.2). Dig deeper, though, and 

Gray’s season sinks into a, well, gray area, where the remedy may be more complicated than waiting for batted-ball 

justice to prevail. Gray’s struggles this season have gone beyond BABIP. There’s only one way for a pitcher to post such 

sterling fancy stats while also allowing so many runs: He has to concentrate his crappiness at the most inopportune times. 

Gray has definitely done that. 

 

“It’s fascinating, really,” Rockies broadcaster (and former outfielder) Ryan Spilborghs says by phone. “His numbers are 

elite, but he runs into trouble all the time.” 
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Gray’s BABIP has been higher with the bases empty than with runners on (.405 vs. .367). But he’s been much, much 

better at racking up strikeouts and avoiding walks when no one is on base. With the bases empty, Gray has recorded a 

30.9 K-BB rate—almost identical to Max Scherzer’s major league-leading overall rate—even though Coors is the majors’ 

most strikeout-averse park (as well as one of the most walk-prone). With men on, though, his K rate has dropped 

precipitously, his walk rate has doubled, and his K-BB rate has plummeted to 10.4, which would be below the overall MLB 

baseline for starters. 

 

Even after accounting for the fact that inferior pitchers work with men on base often, pitchers tend to have slightly lower K-

BB rates with runners on. But the difference between Gray’s rates this season is eight times as large as the average split 

for starters with at least 50 total innings pitched. In fact, the raw difference between Gray’s bases-empty and runners-on 

K-BB rates would be the third-largest single season split ever for a pitcher with at least 150 batters faced in each situation. 

 

  

Those splits jibe with what Rockies manager Bud Black told reporters about the Rockies’ decision to demote Gray. “When 

there have been some baserunners, when there have been some crisis points in a game, we’ve seen some inconsistency 

in his ability to work through that trouble,” said Black, who also asserted that the starter’s struggles are more mental than 

mechanical and questioned Gray’s “confidence to make pitches.” 

 

Thomas Harding 

@harding_at_mlb 

 ..."As much as we wanted those to happen at the big-league level, we felt as though at this time it was best for him to 

work out some of these things in the Minor Leagues." 

 

Thomas Harding 

@harding_at_mlb 

#Rockies mgr Bud Black on RHP Jon Gray: "This was the right time to get Jon to Triple-A to work on some things, not so 

much mechanically but mentally and to realize the inconsistencies that have been happening this season, that we've gotta 

try t o get those straightened out."... 
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It’s both vaguely reassuring and even more mystifying that this problem didn’t plague Gray last year, when his K-BB rate 

was slightly higher with runners on. With some pitchers, a sudden, drastic difference in performance with men on and 

bases empty might indicate mechanical inconsistency stemming from switching between the windup and the stretch. But 

video review (and a direct message from MLB.com Rockies beat writer Thomas Harding) confirms that Gray hasn’t 

significantly altered his standard stretch-like delivery in either scenario. Nor has Gray’s pitch selection this season been 

dramatically different with men on: He’s thrown the fastball a bit less (49.0 percent vs. 52.6 percent) and the slider 

somewhat more (37.2 percent vs. 28.6 percent), not an unexpected pitching pattern in a situation where minimizing 

contact matters more than usual. 

 

Some have suggested that the difference between Gray’s fastball and breaking-ball vertical release points might be 

tipping hitters off to what’s on the way, but that hypothesis doesn’t hold water. While it’s true that Gray’s fastball-breaking-

ball separation is tied for 29th-largest among the 287 pitchers who’ve thrown at least 500 total pitches this season (and 

had both fastballs and breaking balls classified by Statcast), that’s not necessarily an obstacle to success: Scherzer, 

Justin Verlander, Luis Severino, and Josh Hader have bigger gaps. Moreover, Gray’s separation is almost the same with 

the bases empty as it is with runners on, so it wouldn’t explain his Jekyll-and-Hyde-style splits. Like most pitchers, he also 

throws harder with runners on base, although his overall average fastball speed has fallen roughly two ticks in his past 

three starts, another cause for concern. 

  

The most likely culprit behind Gray’s puzzling season, beyond being snakebit, is a lack of command. “He misses middle 

and up all the time,” Spilborghs said, continuing, “You miss middle-middle to major-league hitters, that BABIP is not 

misleading.” 

 

According to Hardball Times analyst Bill Petti’s “Heart%” and “Edge%” metrics, Gray has located pitches in the center of 

the strike zone and outside the strike zone more often—and on its edges less often—than he did last season or than the 

typical pitcher has in 2018, and his rating according to Baseball Prospectus’s “Command” metric, which grades pitchers’ 

ability to place pitches in favorable spots, has declined from 60 on the 0-100 scale last season to 49 this year. In other 

words, he’s been more likely both to miss by a lot and to serve up meatballs. 

 

BP’s “called-strike probability” numbers back that up: Gray’s percentage of pitches with a one percent or lower chance to 

be called a strike has risen from 20 percent last season to 25.9 percent this year, and his percentage of centered pitches 
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with a 99 percent or greater chance to be called a strike has also increased from 10 percent to 15.6 percent. As a result, 

although he may be allowing less contact, when the contact has come, his barrel rate, hard-hit rate, and average exit 

speed have all surpassed last season’s. Oddly, though, while Gray does seem to have missed up more often with men on 

than he has with the bases empty, he hasn’t thrown those one percent or 99 percent pitches at a greater rate with runners 

on. The fat slider he gifted to Brandon Belt with a man on second in his most recent start was merely a 98.5-percent 

probability strike. 

 

 

Even if shaky command can explain some of Gray’s hittability, much of the “why” would still be a mystery. Spilborghs, like 

Black, looks to Gray’s gray matter. Sometimes lousy luck can lead to a player being blamed unfairly, but even Gray has 

acknowledged having a miscalibrated mentality at times. “He’ll come back and postgame he’ll say ... ‘I just wasn’t 

throwing competitive pitches.’ And you’re curious, because you’re going, ‘How is that possible? What is going on that you 

can’t maintain focus for this amount of time?’” Spilborghs speculates that Gray might one day move to the bullpen and find 

it to be a better fit, like the Diamondbacks’ Archie Bradley before him. “The second he said ‘I lose focus,’ I’m like, ‘Dude, 

he’s a two-inning guy,’” Spilborghs says. “Make him a high-leverage, two-inning guy, take the thought process out of it for 

him.” 

 

The Rockies still hope to harness Gray’s stuff and salvage what seemed to be a bright future as a starter. If Gray 

responds positively to this “reset,” the relatively low-pressure (if not low-altitude) interlude in Albuquerque may help the 

sabermetric cipher learn to “settle [him]self in the heat of the battle,” as Spilborghs puts it. Until then, though, there’s a 

chance that the models that predict most pitchers’ performance may not work as well for him. “This is where stats meet 

human interest,” Spilborghs says. 

 

For now, Gray has the highest career BABIP in modern major league history for a pitcher with at least 400 innings 

pitched, as well as the most gigantic gap between his ERA and FIP. Both of those extremes should regress, just as the 

stats suggest. But regression isn’t always purely the product of a player’s luck changing. Sometimes it’s also a matter of 

making a change. Not every athlete can do that, which is why most bullpens are well stocked with former starters. But if 

the Rockies righty can learn to be the good Gray all the time, his ceiling is still sky-high. “It reminds me a lot of Cliff Lee or 

Roy Halladay,” Spilborghs says. “Don’t forget, those guys got sent down to the minor leagues and came back better.” 


